TES Parent Teacher Group Meeting
November 8, 2018
1. Lisa called the meeting to order at 6:00 pm.
2. Present: Nicki Gorham, Lisa Magnus, Kathryn Anderson, Tricia Tallman, Stephanie Wilcox, Brianne
Jenkins, Amber Shireman, Sasha DeLeon, Lindsay Cantlen, Sarah Trent
3. Principal Update
a. Nicki met with Chris Riersgaard to discuss parking options during large events. The playground is not
rated for vehicle parking. The paved surfaces are not strong enough. Moving the playground is not
an option due to field conditions when the weather gets wet. During the school sing before winter
break, the gates to the bus area were closed, since the busses have been instructed not to come in if
the lanes are blocked. The group discussed other ideas, but agreed to keep options open and ideas
coming forth.
4. District and Parent Advisory Update – None at this time.
5. ALICE/Parent Safety Night
a. The original meeting with Officer Vetter will be rescheduled. Brianne will check back in with him
regarding dates he has available. If we can narrow it down to three different dates, Nicki will put
together a doodle poll and find out what date works best for the group. Teachers have done their
training and there are typically three different drills per year, last year there were four. This year so
far, there has been a modified lockdown with the initial training components. The barricade drill will
be the next step and that has not yet happened. It was agreed that it would be preferable to hold the
meeting prior to that drill occurring.
b. Katie Stiles sent out a podcast, “conscious discipline” and has another podcast or video she would
like to share. Lisa will be in touch with her so these can be sent out to the group to view and make
the decision about if these should be part of the safety meeting.
6. Collaborative Art Projects
a. Beth was not at the meeting, however it was noted one amazon supply list has been posted to the
PTG Facebook page. We will circle back with her to get an update on other needs for the next
meeting.
7. Papa’s Pizza Fliers and Dinner Nights Out
a. According to the calendar distributed at the beginning of the year, fliers are set to come out January
28th. It is still planned for the class selling the most fliers to win a Valentine’s Day pizza party.
Stephanie and Trisha are following up with Christina Wolf to narrow down details.
b. We have not held any Dinner Nights Out yet this year and the question was raised if this is something
we want to try and do this year or table until next year. It was brought up that we should consider
trying to look at the restaurants in which we earn back the highest percentage. One known location
was Chipotle. Sasha volunteered to reach out to Chipotle and Menchies to find out if they have dates
available.
8. Upcoming Fundraisers
a. Papa’s Pizza Fundraiser
b. March Read-a-Thon
9. Family Fun Night (FFN) Status Check
a. We are in good shape for FFN planning. Pizza, water, bounce houses and other known vendors
have been secured.

b. Lindsay has sent out an email to all teachers requesting a theme for their baskets. Several grades
already have basket coordinators secured as well; Kindergarten, 3rd and 4th grade.
c. As far as volunteers for FFN, Nicki hopes to utilize the Help Counter system to gather volunteers.
Lisa also will reach out to Waypoint Church.
10. New Event Updates
a. Sasha reported back with several options for Saturday dates and times for a Splash! Day. The cost
to rent the pool is $370/hour. It was decided to hold the event on Saturday, February 16th from 121pm. Families are able to stay free of charge and continue swimming after the pool is open to the
public at 1pm. We will be holding a food drive for Food for Lane County in conjunction with the event
as well as utilizing the generous donation of Dr. Epperson to help offset the cost of renting the pool.
11. Meeting Adjourned at 6:43 pm
Submitted by Brianne Jenkins, PTG Secretary

